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Introduction 
Let Mod K denote the category of modules over a commutative ring K. It is well 
known that the functor M® K - has a right adjoint Homr(M, - ) ,  for every 
module M, and a left adjoint if and only if M is a finitely generated projective K- 
module. Less known is the fact that Hom~(M, - )  is a left adjoint to M®r  - when 
such an adjoint exists. 
One can also consider adjoints to tensor on the category of K-algebras or K- 
coalgebras. In [1], M. Barr proved that C®/~ - has a right adjoint, for every co- 
commutative K-coalgebra C, i.e. the category of cocommutative K-coalgebras is 
cartesian closed. On the other hand, in [6] it is shown that in the category of (com- 
mutative) K-algebras A ®k - has a left adjoint if and only if A is finitely generated 
and projective as a K-module. Note that he only K-coalgebra (respectively, K- 
algebra) whose tensor product functor has a left (respectively, right) adjoint is K it- 
self, since K is a terminal (respectively, initial) object of the category in question. 
More generally, if (V, ®,/ ,  a, 2,6, ),) is a symmetric monoidal category, in the 
sense of [4], one can ask when M® - has a left or right adjoint for any object M. 
If M® - has a right adjoint for every M, then V is called a closed category. If 
M® - has a left adjoint, then M is called exact. Closed categories were extensively 
studied by Eilenberg and Kelly [2]. Exactness of objects was studied in [7]. 
In this paper, we generalize the above mentioned results to graded modules, 
algebras, and coalgebras, as well as differential graded modules, algebras and co- 
algebras. 
1. Graded K-modules 
Let K be a commutative ring with identity. Three categories of graded K-modules 
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have been considered, namely, 
modules. 
IN-graded, Z-grades, and differential Z-graded 
Definition 1.1. An IN-graded K-module is a family M= {M, },~N where each 34, is 
a K-module. A morphism of N-graded K-modules is a family f=  {f, :M,--'Nn}ne N
of K-module homomophisms. The category of IN-graded K-modules and their mor- 
phisms is denoted by G+(Mod K). 
Similarly, one can define the category G(Mod K) of Z-graded K-modules by re- 
placing N by Z in the above definition. 
Definition 1.2. A differential Z-graded K-module is a sequence 
d,_l d, a,+l 
- - " - - 'M ._  i 'M ,+ l  ' " "  
of K-modules uch that dnd ,_ l= O, for all n. A morphism of differential Z-graded 
K-modules is a family of morphisms that commute with the di's. The category of 
differential Y-graded K-modules is denoted by DG(Mod K). 
Recall that G+(Mod K), G(Mod K) and DG(Mod K) become symmetric modoidal 
categories via ® and I given by 
(M®N).= (~ Mp®rNq and I .=[0 K if n=0, 
p + q = n otherwise. 
If the differential case, d.:(M®N).-- ' (M®N)n+I is defined by 
dnipq= ip+ l,q(dp (~) 1 )+ (-1)Pip, q+ , (1 @dq) 
where ipq is the (p, q)-th coproduct injection; and d,:I.-*In+l is the zero map for 
each n. A straightforward calculation, in each case, shows that the right adjoint 
Horn(M,-) to M@-  is given by 
[Hom(M,N)]n= H HOmK(Mq, Nq+n). 
q 
For the differential case, d, : [Hom(M, N)], ~ [Hom(M, N)]n + 1 is defined by 
7rqd n= HOEK(I, dq + ,)dq + ( - l )  "+ IUomr(dq, 1)nq+ j 
where r~q denotes the q-th projection. Thus, each of the categories in question is 
cartesian closed. It is also not difficult to show that the product of a family 
{Na},~A of graded or differential graded K-modules is given by 
Lemma 1.3. Let 0 :MQ [I~Na~ Ha (M(~ N~) denote the canonical morph&m in 
a monoidal category (V, ®, I), where M is an object of  V, and {N a }a~A is a family 
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of objects of V such that the products in question exist• 
(a) I f  V = G+(Mod K), G(Mod K) or DG(Mod K), and M is such that 0 is an iso- 
morphism for every family {Na }a~A, then M," is a finitely presented module, for 
all n. 
(b) I f  V = G(Mod K) or DG(Mod K) and M is such that 0 is an epimorphism for 
every family {Na}a~A, then M," =0, for all but finitely many n. 
Proof .  (a) First, we show that M,, is finitely generated, for each n. If n is given, let 
A = M,', and N~ = I, for all a e A. Consider 
whose image in I-I ~ M,  is given by xu = a. Since 0,, is surjective there exists 
i=1  n a 
whose image under 0,, is x. Composing with the above isomorphisms, we see that 
for each a ~ M,', 
r 
a:xa= E mi ki. 
i= l  
Therefore, M n is finitely generated. 
To see that each M," is finitely presented, we consider a graded exact sequence 
O~L~F--- ,M~O, where each F," is a finitely generated free module. Next, we 
apply - @ I-I a Na, where A = L," and Na = I, for all a, and consider the sequence 
for the n in question 
0 
L , '®~ I-I K 'F," @K 1-I K 'M," ®K [I  K ,0 
' I-[ (L," @K K) ' II (F," @K K) ' H (M," @K K) '0 
cf ~ of 
Now, 0 is a monomorphism by assumption and y," is an isomorphism since F," is 
free. Hence, by the 5 lemma, fl," is an epimorphism. Therefore, repeating the argu- 
ment of the previous paragraph we see that L n is finitely generated, as desired• 
(b) Let V = G(Mod K), respectively, DG(Mod K), let A be any infinite set, and 
• 0 0 0 let Na= {...,K,K, ...}, respecnvely, {--- ,K---~K-----,...}, for all, a~A.  Then 
is a surjection, and it easily follows that Mp = 0 for all but finitely many p. 
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Theorem 1.4. (a) An IN-graded K-module M is exact if and only if M n is finitely 
generated and projective, for all n. 
(b) A Z-graded or differential Z-graded module M is exact if and only if Mn is 
finitely generated and projective for all n, and M n = 0 for all but finitely many n. 
Proof. If P is a finitely generated and projective K-module, and P*=HOmK(P,K), 
then it is not difficult to show that P®k -=HOmK(P*  --), for P is a retract of a 
finitely generated free module and the isomorphism is easily established when P is 
finitely generated and free. 
Now, if M is an N-graded, Z-graded or differential Z-graded module, and Mn is 
finitely generated and projective for all n, then 
[M(~N]n= @ MpQNq = @ HomK(M~,Nq). 
p+q=n p+q=n 
But, if M is IN-graded, or Alp = 0 for all but finitely many p, then the latter is iso- 
morphic to lip+q=. HOmK(Mff, Nq), and a straightforward calculation shows that 
p n 
defines a left adjoint to M® - .  In the differtial case, dn is given by 
d.ip=(-1)Pip(dp+. ® 1)- ip_, (1 ®d;). 
This proves the sufficiency of the conditions tated in (a) and (b). 
For the necessity of these conditions, suppose M®-  has a left adjoint. Then 
Mn is finitely presented for all n, by Lemma 1.3(a), since M®-  preserves pro- 
ducts. Also, since M®-  preserves monomorphisms, and N--,N' is a monomor- 
phism if and only if each Nn--' N£ is a monomorphism, it easily follows that Mn is 
flat for all n. But, it is well known that a K-module is finitely generated and projec- 
tive if and only if it is finitely presented and flat. Therefore, M,, is finitely gener- 
ated and projective, for all n. Finally, if M is a Z-graded or differential Z-graded 
K-module, then Mn = 0, for all but finitely many n, by Lemma 1.3(b), since M® - 
preserves products. This completes the proof. 
Note that in the Z-graded and the differential Z-graded cases, the left adjoint to 
M® - can be expressed in the form Hom(M,-)  since the coproduct is finite, and 
hence isomorphic to the appropriate product. 
2. Graded K-algebras 
In this section, we generalize the results of [6, §4] to graded K-algebras. 
Recall that an N-graded (respectively, Z-graded or differential Z-graded) K- 
algebra is a monoid in V = G+(Mod K) respectively, V = G(Mod K) or DG(Mod K)), 
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i.e. a triple (A, 12, r/) where A is an object of V, and/2" A ®A --*A and r/" I~A are 
morphisms of V such that the following commute 
a #®1 
AQ(AQA)  , (AQA)®A ,AQA 
A®A ,A 
g 
rl®l l®tl 
IQA  ,A (~A,  AQI  
A graded K-algebra is commutative, if it is commutative as a monoid. Note that N- 
graded K-algebras are just graded algebras in the sense of Milnor and Moore [5]. 
Let Mon(V) (respectively, CMon(V)) denote the category of Monoids in V (respec- 
tively, commutative monoids in V), and monoid homomorphisms. 
Lemma 2.1. Consider the following diagram of  categories 
F~A(  T ,MOG 
S 
where TF= GT, and S is a left adjoint to T such that the counit e A • STA -~A is a 
regular epimorphisr~ for  all A. I f  G has a left adjoint, then so does F. 
Proof.  See [6; 4.1]. 
Theorem 2.2. I f  V=G+(ModK),  G(ModK) or DG(ModK) ,  then an object 
(A, t2, JT) of  Mon(V) or CMon(V) is exact if and only if A is exact in V. 
Proof. Suppose that A is exact in V. Consider the diagram 
T 
A ® - O Mon(V), ' V(-~ A ® - 
S 
where T denotes the forgetful functor, and S is left adjoint to T (cf. [3, p. 168]) 
Hence, (A, 12, r/) is exact in Mon(V) by Lemma 2.1. Similarly, (A, 12, r/) is exact in 
CMon(V). To obtain a left adjoint to the forgetful functor T' : CMon(V) ~ V, note 
that the forgetful functor CMon(V)~ Mon(V) has a left adjoint L given by the co- 
equalizer 
P 
A ®A • ~A-~LA 
Py 
in V, with the obvious tructure morphisms. 
Conversely, suppose (A, 12, r/) is exact in Mon(V), respectively, CMon(V). Then 
A (~)- preserves monomorphisms and products of monoids, respectively, com- 
mutative monoids in V. We claim that the proof that A is exact follows precisely 
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as that of the 'necessity proof' in Theorem 1.4. First, we note that each N a of Lem- 
ma 1.3 has a canonical monoid, respectively, commutative monoid structure. Thus, 
A ® - preserves the appropriate products of objects of V. On the other hand, each 
object M of V gives rise to an object M@I of Mon(V), respectively, CMon(V), 
where r/: I-~ M Q I is the coproduct injection, and/.t : (34 O I) Q (M 0) I) -~ M @ I is 
given by 
Zr~la : (M@I) @ (M@I) --- (M®M)  G (MQI )  (~ ( I®M)  @ (I@I) 
, (M®I)@( I®M)  ,M, 
rc21a : (M @ I) @ (M ~) I) ~ (M @ M) @ (M ® I) (~ (I ® M) @ (I ® I) 
lt4 /~ 
, I®I  , I  
where ~i, ~23, ~2 and rt 4 are the obvious projections. Now, a morphism f :  M~M'  
of V is a monomorphism if and only i f fO  1 :MOI~M'  @I is a monomorphism 
in Mon(V) or CMon(V). Hence, A @-  preserves monomorphisms in V, since 
A ~) -  preserves monomorphisms of the form fO1.  This completes the proof. 
3. Graded K-coalgebras 
In this section, we generalize the results of [1] to graded K-coalgebras. 
Recall that an N-graded (respectively, Z-graded or differential Z-graded) K- 
coalgebra is a comonoid in V=G+(ModK)  (respectively, V=G(ModK)  or 
DG(Mod K)), i.e. a triple (C, ~, e) where C is an object of V, and d: C~ C® C and 
e : C~ I are morphisms of V such that the usual coassociativity and counit diagrams 
commute. A graded K-coalgebra is cocomutative, if it is cocommutative as a co- 
monoid. Let Comon(V) (respectively, CComon(V)) denote the category of co- 
monoids in V (respectively, cocomutative comonoids in V) and comonoid homo- 
morphisms. 
Lemma 3.1. If V = G+(Mod K), G(Mod K) or DG(Mod K), then the foregetful 
functors T: Comon(V)-oV and T" : CComon(V)~V have right adjoints. 
Proof. As in the coalgebra case of [1], this result can easily be obtained from Freyd's 
special adjoint functor theorem. Note that Comon(V) and CComon(V) are cocom- 
plete since V is (colimits in V are formed in Mod K, in each case), likewise for well- 
copowered. Also, generalizing [1; 3.2], we see that the set of objects (C,d,e) such 
that #Cn<_max{#K, Ko}, for all n, is a set of generators for Comon(V) or 
CComon(V). 
Theorem 3.2. I f  V = G+(Mod K), G(Mod K) or DG(Mod K), and (C, ~, e) is an ob- 
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ject of  Comon(V) or CComon(V), then C®-  has a right adjoint. 
Proof. Given (C, ~, e) in Comon(V), consider the diagram 
c®-  ~Comon(V) ,  T ' V~ C®-  
R 
where T denotes the forgetful functor and R is the right adjoint to T. It is not dif- 
ficult to show that the counit tic" C '~RTC'  is an equalizer, for all (C" ~', e'), since 
T creates limits, T. 17 c, is a (split) monomorphism, and every monomorphism in V 
is the equalizer of its cokernel pair. Therefore, by the dual of Lemma 2.1, 
C® - : Comon(V) ~ Comon(V) has a right adjoint. 
The cocomutative case is similar. 
In conclusion, we note that Theorem 3.2 can also be obtained from Freyd's 
special adjoint functor theorem. We also note that in the commutative case, 
Theorem 3.2 says that Cocomon(V) is cartesian closed. 
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